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INTRODUCTION
Social institutions have an important role in society through providing help for be-

neficiaries in need of extra care. In Europe several different ways and solutions exist for 
this activity varying from country to country.

The situation of social institutions in Eastern and Central Europe is rather similar. 
Notwithstanding the hard work of many years the social institutions have been tackling 
a multitude of tasks. Despite professionalism and the continuous efforts of the person-
nel these institutions are facing the challenges of being underfunded, bureaucratic and 
hierarchic. Since the state owned organisations usually lack personnel i.e.  The number 
of staff-members is by far less than required by the number of beneficiaries therefore 
certain services required by the beneficiaries cannot be ensured by the institutions.  
Most often issues like loneliness, isolation, feeling of being superfluous and not belon-
ging to society exceed the capacity of the social institutions. 

At the same time, however, many people want to play an active part in the life of 
the community or society they live in. They are driven by different motivations e.g. gai-
ning new skills, obtaining work experience or providing support for a specific group of 
beneficiaries or specific organisations/institutions. By offering their skills, experiences 
and commitment these people represent an invaluable resource for the beneficiaries, 
organisations/institutions and for the whole society. Therefore their motivation and 
initiatives should be nurtured and encouraged.

The volunteer programmes of social institutions provide opportunities to fulfil the 
requirements of the service users, - beneficiaries on the one side and of the volunteers 
wishing to help on the other.

Some social institutions already have experiences in working with volunteers. One 
of the best practice examples in this field that can serve as an inspiration to other insti-
tutions is „SZÉPKORÚAKÉRT A HEGYVIDÉKEN” - “For the elderly of the Hegyvidék” from 
Hungary (Budapest). But several others need support in the planning, organising and 
performing high quality volunteer training programmes in the interest of both the be-
neficiaries and the volunteers. 

Management of volunteer programmes in social institutions is useful for the orga-
nisation, the beneficiaries as well as for the volunteers.  It requires appropriate coope-
ration of all parties concerned. That is why it is indispensable to properly prepare not 
only the respective employees but also the beneficiaries, the representatives of the 
local communities and the volunteers.

Especially at the beginning particular attention should be paid to the proper pre-
paration of the volunteers with a view to provide them firm basis for a high quality vo-
lunteer activity in specific social institutions.  The first contact with would-be volunteers 
is also of great importance.  Experience shows that it is essential to prepare the whole 
staff of the social institutions in this respect.  The employees support the volunteers’ 
efforts if they are aware of the benefits of volunteering in their institution and if they 
understand that the volunteers’ tasks differ from those of the paid staff. Moreover, the 
employees get information on the respective law in force. Staff members can signifi-
cantly contribute to the matter if they are involved in the development of the volunteer 
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programme because they understand and know how to support volunteers in practice.
In view of the above we think it is of vital importance for the parties concerned to 

create a joint vision on how and why to work with volunteers since it would serve as a com-
mon and firm basis for the implementation of  the volunteer programme. The well-functio-
ning volunteer programmes support the social institutions and can make a huge impact on 
the local communities as well thus supporting the countries’ social capital. 

Within the frame of the Erasmus+ project, the so-called SoVol, the project partner 
organizations aim to strengthen the capacity of social institutions through the involve-
ment of volunteers. The intention is to encourage social institutions to utilize the added 
value that volunteers can generate. Therefore a series of handbooks have been issued 
for employees of social institutions who are open and willing to undertake the responsi-
bility of establishing and nurturing volunteer programmes in their institutions for the 
good of all parties and the greater community. 

This handbook is one of the series. 
For the handbooks on volunteering please visit the project’s website: www.sovol.

wordpress.com
 

AIM OF THIS HANDBOOK
The purpose of this trainers’ handbook is to provide support to trainers who will 

deliver training for volunteer guides (either employees of the social institution or volun-
teers) on volunteering in any type of social institution.

Please bear in mind that this handbook deals with volunteering related topics only. 
It is suggested, previously to the training, to check the publication Step-by-step gui-
debook: How to set up volunteer programmes in social institutions. The trainers and 
volunteer managers decide – depending on the participants’ existing knowledge, their 
backgrounds and status, whether further education is necessary with regard to the 
characteristics of the given social institution. The respective characteristics of the given 
social institution. The respective characteristics of a social institution are as follows: 

- Aim, main activities, services, beneficiaries of the social institution
- Organogram of the social institution
- Rules and regulations of the social institution
- Laws applying  to the respective work and beneficiaries of the social institution
Over and above this handbook presents the trainers the structure of the training 

(training flow), gives additional ideas, inspiration, useful tools and methods on how to 
conduct a training session effectively. While delivering the training keep in mind that 
the training should give an opportunity for the participants to play an active role and 
express their own views and opinions freely during the training. The trainers should 
freely adapt the training structure and methodology to their experiences especially to 
the possibilities and skills of the participants (i.e. number of those present and their 
previous experiences, etc.) and the special features   of the social institution concerned 
(in case the training is delivered for people employed by the same social institution). 
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WHO IS THIS HANDBOOK FOR
This handbook was designed to support staff-members of social institutions en-

gaged in the development and implementation of the volunteer programmes in so-
cial institutions. Such people (either volunteer managers, volunteer guides, volunteers 
or other employees who will be in direct connection with the volunteers. Though this 
handbook provides a basic training for volunteer guides, any trainer engaged in delive-
ring volunteer guides training course suggested in this handbook should have adequa-
te information on how to get prepared for it. The trainer should be familiar with the 
topics concerned, the legal regulations on volunteering, volunteer management cycle 
and the specific nature of the given social institution. Also, the trainer is required to 
have appropriate knowledge and experiences in the planning, organising and delivering 
educational programmes (either formal or non-formal) and in the use of the different 
methods. The handbook does not specify the number of trainers needed for a given 
programme. In general the courses are delivered by one or two persons, depending 
on their experiences and position in the social institution. A social institution can also 
decide to engage an external trainer for some topics.

To sum up, this handbook is designed for trainers who wish to make trainings for 
volunteer guides. These would-be trainers should have adequate training experiences 
and skills in working with groups to facilitate the learning process. They are also requi-
red to have experiences in the field of volunteer management either as volunteers, 
volunteer managers or volunteer guides.

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK
This handbook was prepared for those already familiar with the volunteer mana-

gement principles described in the Step-by-step guidebook: How to set up volunteer 
programmes in social institution. It is recommended to read the guidebook before de-
livering the training. 

The handbook starts with some useful suggestions for the trainer on how to get 
prepared for the session. 

It provides for the trainer a structure of a basic training flow, the respective methods, 
the timing and also introduces tangible exercises for a 9 hour long training of volunteer 
guides. The suggestions are based on the experiences and work of SoVol partners and 
the result of the pilot process in 5 EU countries. However it is highly recommended to 
tailor and adapt the length and structure, as well as the timing and methodology of the 
training to trainers’ experience, but especially to the specifics of participants (i.e. num-
ber, previous experience, etc.) and specifics of the social institution in question. The 
possibilities are really wide, from shortening the training, dividing it in more segments 
or modules, focusing on specific topics, units and learning outcomes or delivering it 
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using different methodologies (i.e. study visit to the social institution, webinars etc.).
When applying the aforementioned suggestions; the learning outcomes to be achie-

ved by the participants i.e. obtaining adequate preparation for volunteer guiding as well 
as their previous experiences and knowledge/skills and also the needs of the respective 
social institution cannot be left out of consideration.  

Method: represent procedure and technique which can be used for delivering spe-
cific topics and units. Each method is explained in details, consisting also of information 
about how much it takes to use it (timing) and what are the needed materials for its re-
alization. The trainer can choose among different methods of training presented in the 
handbook, but also can replace the offered methods with another that fits the most. 

Handout: background information or specific material for participants about the 
unit topics – it can help to deeply understand the topic or represent a backing material 
for participants.

TARGET GROUP OF THE TRAINING
The training is focused on a wide range of professionals and non-professionals wor-

king in the social sector who intend to work with volunteers. The participants can be 
either employees of the social institution or experienced volunteers who have been 
working at the institution for a longer time and are familiar with the tasks, rules, roles 
and regulations. The main consideration is their commitment to volunteering and inte-
rest in cooperating with and developing volunteers. Experience obtained in voluntee-
ring can be an advantage but it is not a prerequisite.

Who is a volunteer guide (in some countries called volunteer mentor)? For 
different reasons  e.g. there are so many volunteers in an organisation that the volunte-
er manager does not have enough time to deal with them individually or  does not have 
the relevant knowledge of the field where the volunteers are needed, - a new role – the 
guide for the volunteers  has to be introduced into the volunteer programme. 

The guide – either an employee or an experienced volunteer, is the person in char-
ge who provides one-to-one support and encouragement to a volunteer of the institu-
tion. Guides support volunteers in their work with beneficiaries to solve problems and 
dilemmas and sometimes contribute to the learning and the professional development 
of the volunteers at regularly organized meetings.

The volunteer guide is the link between the beneficiaries and the volunteers who 
should have adequate knowledge about both parties. The guide should be able to as-
sess their needs and requests in order to match the beneficiaries with the volunteers 
according to their characters and personal preferences. The guide’s task is considered 
a kind of quality assurance as both the volunteers and the beneficiary/ies will first tell 
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their questions and complaints to the guide. Guides are usually responsible to the vo-
lunteer manager; they are the messengers between the volunteers and the volunteer 
manager. 

In the frame of the SoVol project, the partners agreed upon the following definition: 
A volunteer guide is an experienced person in an organization who gives direct support 
(training, counselling, feedbacks, monitoring) to volunteers on specific tasks and obliga-
tions. The volunteer manager can also be the volunteer guide but he/she could also be 
a different person with specific skills who can fulfil this job as well. The volunteer guide 
is a person who is committed to working with volunteers. Having prior experience as a 
volunteer or as a volunteer guide is not mandatory though it is an advantage.

In the SoVol project all aspects of the training have been considered. For further 
information please read the Training curriculum of the training for volunteer guides of 
social institutions.  
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PREPARATION OF THE TRAINING 
The proper preparation of the session is essential. On the basis of their impressions 

obtained already in the first few minutes of the training the participants estimate the 
conditions i.e. the material and the preparedness of the trainer. Everything should run 
smoothly already at the start of the session.

It is up to the person in charge of the training to develop standard preparation pro-
cedures to ensure a high quality of training. Every detail is very important. 

The major steps in the preparation process are as follows: 
• preparation of the trainer,
• preparation of the training materials,
• preparation of the training space, 
• preparation of the participants. 
The most successful training sessions are in every detail carefully planned and prepared.

PREPARATION OF THE TRAINER 

Each trainer has different qualifications, experience, expertise and methods. Even 
those being closely familiar with the subject must make proper preparations for the 
session.

• The trainer should have a basic knowledge of the social sector and the social ins-
titutions in general. If the training is delivered for the employees of a particular 
institution, the trainer should be well aware of the respective institution for which 
he/she is delivering the training. (Its main services, staff involved in the volunteer 
programme, types of problems they face). The trainer should be well informed 
about the social institution’s beneficiaries, their needs, their physical as well as 
psychological challenges.

• The trainer should be familiar with the training space. The person in charge 
should arrive on the day of training earlier to be able to make the necessary pre-
parations and check that everything is in order for the session.

PREPARATION OF TRAINING MATERIALS

We have prepared a basic training flow which can be adjusted to the diverse needs 
of the different social institutions. There are printable handouts, templates and related 
methods in the training flow. The needed materials can be found in the methods sec-
tion of each unit. It is very important to have enough handouts and/or other materials 
for the trainees. Do not forget about the attendance register and the evaluation sheets!

• TIP! When preparing and printing training materials it is advisable to have by 2 or 
3 copies more than by one less.
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PREPARATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

To ensure the most fruitful training experience the participants must be well pre-
pared for the course. It is advisable to motivate them before they enter the site of the 
training by using  some of these pre-training techniques to put training participants in a 
receptive frame of mind, get them geared up for the topic, and prepare them to learn.

• The exploration of the participants’ special needs, obtaining information on their 
experiences can be performed via on-line questionnaires.

• The session outline or the agenda should be distributed among the participants 
before the onset of the training. Excited participants can be calmed down by 
preliminary programme leaflets. Since knowledge is power, all trainees benefit 
from knowing what is on the agenda. It is useful if the trainees think about the 
topics in advance and ask questions already when they enter the room.

• Distribution of pre-session activities along with the outline including questionna-
ire for needs assessment funny and simple questions such as:

• What do you know about the training topic? (Have you got any knowledge 
about the training topic?)

• Why do you think this training is needed?
• How will this training bring benefit to you and the institution?

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
 
Have clear goals – know what you want out of a particular session.
Customize your training - As already mentioned it is important to design your tra-

ining tailored to the needs of the social institution where the training participants will 
actually work. An effective training is customized to meet the needs of your audience 
and engages them to use a variety of activities or modalities.

Create space for learning by doing - Everyone learns by doing, so consider using 
role-plays, scenarios and other activities to bring your trainings to life and make them 
appealing and interactive. You may consider activities such as: 

• Think or write individually
• Pair or group discussion
• Group work
• Drawing and singing 
• Simulation
• Role-play
Hold boundaries – set out time boundaries, the number of questions you will take, 

etc. and stick to them to create a safe and consistent space for participants.
Take risks – simultaneously take the risk to ask difficult questions or pointing out 

developing group dynamics.
Be transparent – be open with the group and tell the people why you initiate certa-

in activities or that you are testing something new – it makes you more involved in the 
group and helps learning about facilitation as well.
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Pay attention to participants’ needs - Attention should be paid to the state of 
the participants (how they are involved, whether they are tired or not, how they can 
concentrate etc.) in order to be able to define the needed breaks for refreshment and 
lunch if needed.

Break at least every 90 minutes - Take a break every 60 minutes if the audience is 
seated theatre style; every 75 minutes for classroom style; and never go more than 90 
minutes without a break. 

Listen for emotions – try to read the group’s emotions and reactions, and try to 
see what is not being said, or who is not speaking – try to inspire and activate them with 
good questions.

Reflect and summarize – your job as facilitator is often to take, generalize and 
summarize what participants are saying about a particular theme, help the conversa-
tion arrive at a good conclusion.

Ask good questions – some examples to get more clarification or go deeper, or to 
guide the conversation back to the topic at hand: 

• Can you give me an example of that?
• Can you say more about that?
• How did you get to that conclusion?
• How do you see that relating to [whatever topic you’re covering]?
• What do you think a solution to that could be?
• Have you experienced something like that before? What was it?
Discover a new approach - SoVol partners have experimented with a new way of 

perspective that is highly recommended to use during the trainings. It is called Appre-
ciative Inquiry (AI).

On the webpage hosted by The David L. Cooperrider Center for Appreciative Inquiry 
the following definition is to be found: 

“At its heart, AI is about the search for the best in people, their organi-
zations, and the strengths-filled, opportunity-rich world around them. AI is 
not so much a shift in the methods and models of organizational change, 
but AI is a fundamental shift in the overall perspective taken throughout 
the entire change process to ‘see’ the wholeness of the human system and 
to “inquire” into that system’s strengths, possibilities, and successes. ” – Ex-
cerpt from: Stavros, Jacqueline, Godwin, Lindsey, & Cooperrider, David. (2015). 
Appreciative Inquiry: Organization Development and the Strengths Revolution. 
In Practicing Organization Development: A guide to leading change and trans-
formation (4th Edition), William Rothwell, Roland Sullivan, and Jacqueline Stav-
ros (Eds). Wiley

The 5-D cycle of AI offers generative process model for approaching change at all 
levels within a system:

1. Define – What is the topic of inquiry? – It is important to define the overall 
focus of the inquiry (what the system wants more of). Definition is used to clarify the 
area of work to be considered. In spite of being the starting point of the cycle, it’s a re-
cent addition – the 5Ds were originally the 4Ds, including discover, dream, design and 
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destiny. Definition defines the project’s purpose, content, and what needs to be achie-
ved. In this phase, the guiding question is: “What generative topic do we want to focus 
on together?”

2. Discover – Appreciating the best of ‘what is’ – Discovery is based on a dialo-
gue, as a way of finding ‘what works’. It rediscovers and remembers the organization or 
community’s successes, strengths and periods of excellence.

3. Dream – Imagining ‘what could be’ –  Imagining uses past achievements and 
successes identified in the discovery phase to imagine new possibilities and envisage 
a preferred future. It allows people to identify their dreams for a community or orga-
nization; having discovered ‘what is best’. They have the chance to project it into their 
wishes, hopes and aspirations for the future.

4. Design – Determining ‘what should be’ – Design brings together the stories 
from discovery with the imagination and creativity from dream. We call it bringing the 
‘best of what is’ together with ‘what might be’, to create ‘what should be – the ideal’.

5. Deliver/Destiny – Creating ‘what will be’ – The fifth stage in the 5Ds process 
identifies how the design is delivered, and how it’s embedded into groups, communities 
and organizations. In early appreciative inquiry development, it was called ‘delivery’, ba-
sed on more traditional organizational development practice. The term ‘destiny’ is more 
prevalent now.
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TRAINING FLOW 
This training flow was elaborated for 9 hours volunteer guide training delivered in 

one day.

Unit name Time
allocated

Aims of the unit Learning outcomes 
(After comp-

leting the unit, 
participants should 

be able to…)

Topics Methods and 
number and 

name of exercise 
that can be used

1 
Starting 
of the 
training

35 min Present the training 
and its structure

Present the trainer/s 
and participants of 
the training

Explore participants’ 
expectations and 
fears

Present the training 
objectives and  
training plan of the 
1st day

Set up the working 
rules of the training

N/A Start

Introduction 
to the 
training, 
trainer/s and 
participants

Participants’ 
expectations 
and fears

Rules of the 
training

1/1 Oral presenta-
tion - Introduction 
/ Starting of the 
training 10’

1/2 Sociometry - 
Introduce yourself 
– Timeline 10’

1/3 Group work – 
Expectations and 
fears 10’

1/4 Group work – 
Creating training 
rules 5’

2 
Introduc-
tion to 
voluntee-
ring

155 min Present definition 
and trends of vo-
lunteering

Present special 
features of   social 
institutions

describe the main 
features of volun-
teering 

explain the 
importance of vo-
lunteering for the 
community, the 
social institution  
and  volunteers

identify volunteer 
tasks or positions 
within the work 
area of the social 
institution

Volunteering

Concept of 
volunteering

specific 
features of 
volunteer 
programmes 
in social ins-
titutions

2/1 Brainstorming 
- Common defini-
tion for voluntee-
ring 15’

2/2 The Pros And 
Cons Of Voluntee-
ring 25’

2/3 Oral presenta-
tion – House of the 
organisation – ro-
les and responsi-
bilities within the 
volunteer prog-
ramme 15’

2/3/b Optional 
exercise: Brains-
torming - volunte-
er positions 40’
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Unit name Time
allocated

Aims of the unit Learning outcomes 
(After comp-

leting the unit, 
participants should 

be able to…)

Topics Methods and 
number and 

name of exercise 
that can be used

define actors and 
their tasks in the 
volunteer prog-
ramme of the 
social institution 

Introduce parti-
cipants to the legis-
lation in the field 
of volunteering

Present the rights 
and obligations of 
parties involved in 
a volunteer prog-
ramme

define main steps 
of volunteer mana-
gement

explain the gene-
ral elements of 
volunteer mana-
gement (VM)

list key volunte-
er’s rights and 
obligations within 
the social institu-
tion

describe main 
actors and their 
roles in the volun-
teer programme

identify tasks and 
responsibilities 
related to various 
roles within the 
volunteer prog-
ramme 

Main steps 
of volunteer 
management

Legal per-
spective of 
volunteering 

Rights and 
obligations 
of volun-
teers and 
volunteer 
involving 
institutions

Roles and 
tasks of the 
main actors 
of the volun-
teer prog-
ramme

2/4 Group work - 
Volunteer mana-
gement cycle 20’

2/5 Oral presenta-
tion - Legal issues 
related to volun-
teering (presenta-
tion) 30’

2/6 Group work 
– Task division wit-
hin the volunteer 
programme 70’
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Unit name Time
allocated

Aims of the unit Learning outcomes 
(After comp-

leting the unit, 
participants should 

be able to…)

Topics Methods and 
number and 

name of exercise 
that can be used

3
Guiding 
volun-
teers in 
practice

175 min Identify guiding 
skills, handling of  
possible problems 
related to the 
volunteer prog-
ramme

Practice various si-
tuations occurring
in the guiding 
process

explain the tasks 
of the volunteer 
guide and the 
process of gui-
ding volunteers
recognize key 
characteristics 
relevant for the 
process of gui-
ding volunteers

choose an effec-
tive approach to 
resolve  different 
problematic 
situations with 
volunteers 
identify different 
motivators for 
volunteers
plan an effective 
and quality pro-
cess of guiding 
volunteers

Features of 
the process 
of guiding 
volunteers.

Simulation
of the 
volunteers’ 
guiding pro-
cess

1 Role play - Vo-
lunteer guidance 
in practice 30’ 

2 Group work - 
Characteristics 
and skills of a vo-
lunteer guide and 
of a volunteer 30’

3 Group work – In-
duction procedure 
for volunteers 30’

4 Pair work - Giving 
feedback 20-60’

5 Role play - Simu-
lation of an arising 
problem with the 
volunteer 50’

6 Brainstorming 
- What motivates 
volunteers? 30’

7 Individual work 
- Planning your 
guiding process 35’

8 Group work - 
Collecting and 
solving crisis 
situations 50’

9 Group work - The
dangers, dilemmas 
and questions 
of the volunteer 
guide role 40’

10 Group work 
– The benefits of 
volunteer guide 
role 25’ Alterna-
tive exercise
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Unit name Time
allocated

Aims of the unit Learning outcomes 
(After comp-

leting the unit, 
participants should 

be able to…)

Topics Methods and 
number and 

name of exercise 
that can be used

4
Closing

40 min N/A N/A Evaluation of 
the different 
aspects of 
the training

4/1 Group discus-
sion - Closing the 
training 30’

4/2 Individual work 
- Designed ques-
tionnaire for the 
formal evaluation 
of the training 10’ 
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UNIT 1 - STARTING OF THE TRAINING
The purpose of this unit is to introduce the training to the participants and create 

an atmosphere for their efficient work. Aims of the unit are:
• Present the training and its structure
• Present the trainer/s and participants of the training
• Explore participants’ expectations and fears
• Present the training objectives and training plan of the 1st day
• Set up working rules for the training

1/1 Oral presentation - Introduction / Start of the training

Duration: 10 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Trainer’s checklist for the start: 
• Welcome the participants
• Introduction of the trainers/ organisers
• Why are we here?
• Practical information about the training / administration
• Framework of the training 
• SoVol project and other trainings/IOs
• Optional: Request the participants to write their names on etiquette label and 

stick these to their shirts – This will help the communication between unknown 
participants

Materials needed: etiquette label, colour pens

1/2 ISociometry - Introduction – Timeline

Duration: 10 min 
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer asks the participants to introduce themselves very shortly (name, 
work place, position). Thereafter the trainer marks a timeline on the floor of the room 
(showing the directions or using a string starting from year zero up to the answers). 

The participants stand up when after receiving the questions and communicate 
with one another to find their proper place on the timeline. First  they get simple ques-
tions then it comes to volunteering themes such as:

How many years …
… Have you been driving?
… Have you been working in the same workplace?
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… Have you been working as a volunteer?
… Have you been working with volunteers as a volunteer manager? 
… Have you been guiding volunteers?
After each question the trainer looks at the people standing on the timeline and 

requests them to tell their names and explain why they are standing at that particular 
place or asks them gives some relevant information about themselves, e.g. What is your 
job at your workplace /in the social institution?
Materials needed: String for the timeline

1/3 Group work - Expectations and fears 

Duration: 10 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
Allow the participants to express their hopes and fears – that will help them express 
their respective reactions at the end of the session. Request the group members to wri-
te down their answers to the below questions on post-its (each answer on a different 
colour post-it):

• What do I expect form the training?
• What do I expect from the group?
• What do I expect from myself?
• What am I afraid of?
After 5 min of individual work they should stick their post-it’s to - the relevant co-

lumn on the flip chart that had already been divided to columns by the questions. At 
the same time the participants should give their respective explanations to the team... 
Thereafter the trainer comments on the expectations pointing out how the training 
can meet the demands. If there are certain expectations that cannot be met during the 
session, the trainer gives suggestions how to solve the problem/s. Relating to the fears 
the trainer tells and/or asks how to reduce them thus the team rules get formulated (next 
exercise).
Materials needed: post its in 4 different colours, pens, flipchart paper, thick pen

1/4 Group work – Creating the training rules

Duration: 5 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Draw a sketch of a big size codex on the flip chart paper. Ask the participants about 
their needs and expectations concerning the training’s framework. 

First let them give their answers and then recommend some rules concerning the 
following issues: group confidentiality, time schedule, breaks, mobile phones, do not 
interrupt while others are speaking etc. 
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Define and write down the rules thus defined into a so called codex and ask the 
participants whether they agree to its contents. Signing of the codex is optional. The 
final version should be put on the wall. If necessary the trainer should complete it with 
new rules.
Materials needed: flip chart paper, thick pen
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UNIT 2 - INTRODUCTION TO VOLUNTEERING
Basis of the training is the volunteer manual IO1 (www.sovol.wordpress.com/outcomes). 

Please read it through before the delivering this training session. Aims of this unit:
• Present definition and trends of volunteering
• Present special features of social institutions
• Define actors and their tasks in the volunteer programme of the social institution 
• Introduce participants to the legislation in the field of volunteering
• Present the rights and obligations of parties involved in a volunteer programme
• Define main steps of volunteer management

2/1 Brainstorming - Common definition of  volunteering

Duration: 15 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Use the brainstorming method: Write down the expression on a flipchart paper: 
“Definition of volunteering”. Request participants to enumerate words they associate 
with the concept of volunteering. Do not request them to give full sentences only words 
should be listed. Thereafter the group makes 1-2 sentences from the words previously 
mentioned and if everybody agrees to the definition thus formulated the trainer pre-
sents the group the legal definition that emphasizes the main pillars of volunteering. 

The trainer shortly summarizes the concept of volunteering and the respective legal 
issues. He/she talks about the new trends in volunteering, the changes in motivation of 
volunteers and also about the professionalization of volunteering.

The criteria of volunteering can also be discussed, what can and what cannot be 
considered volunteering e.g. are students in practice placements or family members 
caring for relatives volunteers?
Materials needed: Flip chart, thick colour pen

2/2 The Pros And Cons Of Volunteering

Duration: 25 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer introduces the topic with the following questions: 
• Have you ever volunteered? 
• Have you ever worked with volunteers at your workplace?
Then the trainer splits the group into sub-groups according to the number of parti-

cipants. Not more than 5 people should be in one group. Each sub-group should choose 
someone responsible for writing on the flip chart and/or present their results to the who-
le group. Two topics should be elaborated by the sub-groups:
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Topic1: Benefits and dangers or challenges of volunteering from the perspective of 
the volunteer?

Topic2: Benefits and challenges or risks of social institutions working with volunte-
ers? (from the perspective of the social institution)

When the sub-groups finish their activities the trainer requests them to present their 
work to the whole group. It is important to allow time for questions and feedback. 
Materials needed: Thick colour pens, flip chart papers for  the  sub-groups

2/3 Oral presentation – House of the organisation – roles and responsibilities 
within the volunteer programme

Duration: 15 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

On the flip chart the trainer draws a big house that symbolizes the social institution 
and also indicates the roles within the volunteer programme. Thereafter the trainer exp-
lains the meaning of the different roles and tasks of the various levels that are as follows:

Each level has different functions:
1. TOP MANAGEMENT/MANAGING DIRECTOR LEVEL – (VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT): 

The main function of this level is planning! At this level the volunteer strategy is defined 
that will constitute the basis for the volunteer programme. Usually there is a strategy of 
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the organization which defines the MISSION and AIMS and the VOLUNTEER STRATEGY 
should be developed accordingly, harmonising with the organisation’s strategy. Ques-
tions  to be answered in this respect are as follows: 

Why do we want to involve volunteers?  
How can volunteers provide support to both the employees and the beneficiaries? 
Who should be responsible for the volunteer programme?    
What kind of volunteering activity do we expect volunteers to carry out and how 

many people do we need for such work? 
How can we support them? 
What are the ways of rewarding and motivating volunteers?
2. MIDDLE MANAGEMENT LEVEL: (The main function of this level is operation! Mis-

sion and goals go to operational level - What? How? – At this level the volunteer mana-
ger understands how the top management thinks and translates it to operational level 
and then passes relevant tasks to the mentors. Recruitment, selection and legal emp-
loyment of volunteers are performed at this level. The volunteer manager is obliged to 
coordinate and supervise the entire volunteer programme. 

3. ADMINISTRATIVE LEVEL – People at this level are not in direct contact with the 
volunteers unless volunteers are employed in certain positions here. Nevertheless  they 
have an important role since the volunteer manager ensures that people at the admi-
nistrative level are familiar with the law on volunteering in respect of their institution 
and act accordingly. 

4. LEVEL OF EMPLOYEES/VOLUNTEER GUIDES – People at this level are in contact 
with the volunteers on a daily basis. The volunteer guides support the volunteers’ acti-
vities and deal with the daily practical tasks. 

5. LEVEL OF VOLUNTEERS: It happens quite often that the volunteers work with the 
target group of the institution. Though the volunteers’ activities focus on the benefici-
aries they can be placed at any level of the organisation. Thus there can be someone 
who is volunteering in the administration or helps the volunteer manager or the middle 
managers. The volunteers can also be of help in strategy planning, PR or in any area of 
the social institution.

6. BENEFICIARIES: They constitute the target groups i.e. The service users for whom 
the social institution was established. 

In case there are volunteer managers in the training group, they can shortly present 
their volunteer strategy.

Materials needed: Flipchart, thick colour pen

2/3b Brainstorming - Optional exercise: volunteer positions

Duration: 40 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

In case the volunteer manager has not made a brainstorming session with the 
would-be volunteer guides on the optional volunteer positions yet, this exercise can 
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be useful in identifying new or additional volunteer tasks within the institution. This 
exercise can work only in case the volunteer manager and several volunteer guides are 
present from the same social institution.  

The trainer initiates a 20-minute brainstorming or brainwriting about the volunteer 
tasks in the social institution. The participants are encouraged to think aloud and sug-
gest as many ideas as they can no matter how unusual or bizarre these can seem. The 
trainer writes all ideas on the flip chart. In the following 20 minutes - as an evaluation 
session the analysis and discussion i.e. reflections to or criticism of the mentioned ideas 
take place. Volunteer guides should choose the volunteer positions they are ready to 
guide and take responsibility for. 
Materials needed: Flipchart, thick colour pen
Source/reference: https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/12/using-brainwriting-for-ra-
pid-idea-generation/

2/4 Group work - Volunteer management cycle

Duration: 20 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer introduces the management steps indicated in the handouts given to 
the participants and explains the stepwise tasks to be done. In case the trainer makes 
the training for one particular social institution that has already prepared a volunteer 
strategy this is the right moment to let the participants get acquainted with it.
Materials needed: Flip chart, thick colour pens, post-it
Handouts needed: Volunteer management cycle

2/5 Oral presentation - Legal issues related to volunteering (presentation)

Duration: 30 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer presents the legal background of volunteering valid in the relevant 
country. The trainer can also create a PPP quiz and multiple-choice questions on the 
presentation and printed handouts with possible answers. The material should contain 
the rights and obligations of the volunteers and of the institutions. 

Administrative obligations should also be covered here. 
Materials needed: Projector, PPT, laptop
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The volunteer guide

Who is this mysterious person? For different reasons – e.g.: there are so many 
volunteers in an organisation that the volunteer manager does not have enough time 
to deal with them individually or the volunteer manager does not have the relevant 
knowledge of the field where volunteers are needed - a new task - the duty or role of 
the volunteer guide has to be introduced into the volunteer programme. 

The volunteer guide – either an employee or an experienced volunteer, is the per-
son in charge who provides one-to-one support and encouragement to a volunteer 
of the institution. Guides support volunteers in their work with beneficiaries to solve 
problems and dilemmas and sometimes contribute to the learning and the professio-
nal development of the volunteers at regularly organised meetings.

The volunteer guide is the link between the beneficiaries and the volunteers who 
should have adequate knowledge about both parties. The guide should be able to as-
sess their needs and requests in order to match the beneficiaries with the volunteers 
according to their characters and personal preferences. However matching can be also 
done by the volunteer manager, it is to be decided by the particular social institution. 
The guide’s task is considered a kind of quality assurance as both the volunteers and 
the beneficiary/ies will first tell their questions and complaints to the guide. Guides are 
usually responsible to the volunteer manager; they are the messengers between the 
volunteers and the volunteer manager. 

In the frame of the SoVol project the partners agreed upon the following definition: 
A volunteer guide is an experienced person in an organization who gives direct sup-
port (training, counselling, feedbacks, monitoring) to volunteers on specific tasks and 
obligations. The volunteer manager can also be a volunteer guide or a different person 
with specific skills who can also fulfil this job. The volunteer guide is a person who is 
committed to working with volunteers. Having prior experience as a volunteer or as a 
volunteer guide is not mandatory though it is an advantage.

The volunteer management tasks should be shared according to the possibilities 
of the social institution and in consideration of the needs of the beneficiaries and the 
volunteers’ tasks. However the task division between the volunteer manager and the 
volunteer guide should be clear-cut to all actors which mean that   both the volunteers 
and the beneficiaries and the other employees should be aware whom to turn to with 
problems or questions. 

The most common tasks of volunteer guides

The volunteer guide’s first duty is to ensure and support the new volunteers’ integ-
ration into the community, the organization at the level of the task to be performed by 
the volunteers. During the first contact with the volunteers it can be helpful to share 
stories about how the volunteer guide has got his task. The volunteer guide should 
create a trustful atmosphere and discuss what to expect from each other during work. 
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When integrating into the community it is important to introduce the volunteer to 
the beneficiaries as well as connect volunteers with the employees and colleagues. 

For the first meeting with the volunteers the beneficiaries also have to be prepared, 
the role and tasks of the volunteers should be explained to them. SoVol project part-
ners have elaborated a useful workshop on how to sensitize the beneficiaries before 
cooperating with volunteers: Trainers’ Handbook: Benefits of volunteering in social ins-
titutions, Subtitle: Sensitizing workshop for beneficiaries of social institutions.  

Before the volunteers start to work in the social institution they must be made fami-
liar with the location, facilities and the respective rules of work. 

The preparation process that helps the volunteers get introduced to their work wit-
hin the organization can be divided into two parts:

• Orientation: the process of preparing the volunteers to adjust themselves to 
the organization and their jobs and to work effectively as soon as possible (also 
known as induction).

• Training: the process of preparing the volunteers to be able to perform voluntee-
ring activities for the organization. For further information please read the Step-
by-step guidebook: How to set up volunteer programmes in social institutions.

The volunteer guide helps the volunteers understand their tasks in detail and makes 
the volunteers understand how their activities fit in the life of the whole organization. 
Difficult situations can be avoided or reduced to a minimum by clarifying the roles and 
the expectations towards all volunteers at the very beginning.  

As the primary aim of the volunteer guide is the support the volunteers’ activity the-
re should be a continuous dialogue between the volunteers and the volunteer guide. 
The attitude of the guide should be positive with a non-judgemental approach where 
he/she should treat people with respect and honesty. The framework of cooperation 
with the volunteers has to be established and agreed upon by both parties. The terms 
of the relationship including limits of confidentiality should be defined already at the 
start thus fewer problems occur later. 

Supporting the volunteers can decrease their fluctuation. The volunteer guide can 
support the  volunteers by sharing  ideas on what the best solution for them to make 
would be and giving them information if needed or enabling volunteers to support one  
other through team building or buddying.  

The volunteer guide should focus on improving the volunteers’ performance. By 
paying attention to the volunteers the guide should appreciate the volunteers’ valuable 
work and recognize it in different ways, e.g.: by saying „Thank you!” to them. The vo-
lunteers’ motivation can be various at the different levels though the feedback from 
those in direct contact with them is essential. Giving feedback on the spot should be a 
routine task of the volunteer guide. The instant reactions on the spot can be effective 
and helpful to the volunteers in providing better solutions. At the same time, however, 
it is important to keep some rules when giving a negative feedback:

Highlight the mistake  – Give immediately feedback but do not go into details. It is 
best to highlight mistakes following the situation and not immediately when both sides 
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are tense and the guide is unable to explain or reflect to the matter rationally yet. The 
guide should indicate that he/she wishes to return to the matter later. 

The volunteer guide must explain what would have been correct to do or what 
would have been expectable from the side of the volunteer to make. If the guide has no  
answer to  what the right solution  or the  right behaviour would have been from the 
side of the volunteer the guide will  not  be able  to  effectively support  the volunteer to 
work better or with greater care in the future.

The guide as a problem solving person should lend a hand in elaborating the best 
possible practices to ensure that the mistake will not occur again. He/she should work 
out the new procedures together with the volunteers. It is important to discuss what 
needs to be done in situation/s like that in the future. 

 People should be praised publicly but disciplined privately. If it is necessary to dis-
cipline people there is no need to make it in public.

In the same way any feedback from the volunteers even the critical and not tactfully 
expressed one should be welcomed. Maybe the guide is skilled in giving feedback but 
the volunteer is not and has no practice in this respect. All feedback to the guide on 
learning and providing information is helpful. 

It is the task of the guide to schedule meetings among the beneficiaries and the 
volunteers unless otherwise agreed upon. For documentation purposes of the volun-
teering the guide has to keep evidence of the volunteers’ activities. The simplest way to 
do it is to ask the volunteers to sign the time sheets. 

The volunteer guide is responsible for the volunteers and also for the beneficiari-
es supported by the volunteers. The guide is in charge of their relationship, the right 
treatment and help, the appropriate communication among them and of the ethical 
boundaries. Moreover, the tasks completed by the volunteers must be supervised by 
the guide. Therefore it is also the guide’s duty to talk with the volunteers about their 
feelings, whether they can undertake more or less work or what other tasks they would 
like to do. When the volunteer guide knows the volunteers already better he can propo-
se the further employment of the volunteers with regard to the allocation. The needs 
should be analysed also from the point of view of the beneficiaries to help the volunteer 
find the best solution. 

It is essential to regularly check whether: 
• all parties are aware of their duties 
• all parties i.e. the volunteers, beneficiaries and the volunteer guide are satisfied 

with the activities of the volunteers.
• any change is required.
The best opportunities for the above checkings are the evaluation meetings or ot-

her pre-arranged sessions. The guide has also a mediatory function between the vo-
lunteers and the volunteer coordinator. Though the guide represents the volunteers’ 
interests he/she cannot leave out of consideration the interests of the organization eit-
her. The volunteer guides usually provide their evaluation report on the volunteers to 
the volunteer manager. The volunteer guides should be able to handle the incidentally 
occurring volunteer vs beneficiary or beneficiary vs beneficiary conflicts. 
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Choosing the right volunteer guide

Choosing the right person for this position is important for the success of the vo-
lunteer programme. When selecting the volunteer guides their personality, knowledge 
and competence of work should be considered. The carefully chosen volunteer guides 
should receive compensation for their work – in the form of either time- or money-al-
lowance - based on the number of the volunteers they deal with.  

Tips for choosing the right volunteer guide

The right person should possess the following personal qualities and skills:
• work experience in the field where the volunteers will be employed
• knowledge of  the social institution, its structure, rules and culture
• have  the confidence of the leaders of the social institution 
• be a caring person 
• be  collaborative, proactive
• be open minded 
• devote  adequate time for guiding volunteers 
• should be a communicative person

2/6 Group work – Task division within the volunteer programme

Duration: 70 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer should introduce the handouts on the tasks of a volunteer manager 
and explain that not all the tasks are necessarily needed or done by one person only.  
The solution depends on the number of volunteers and the volunteer positions. The 
trainer explains the tasks of the volunteer guide while distributing the handouts to the 
participants. After discussing the legal obligations, the volunteer management cycle, 
the actors of the volunteer programme and their tasks are discussed the tasks and res-
ponsibilities can be divided to different roles according to the real needs of the social 
institution.  

The trainer should split the group into 4 sub-groups and give each sub-group a role: 
volunteer, volunteer manager, volunteer guide, leader of the organisation.

PART 1: Each sub-group works on the respective role. Every group should create a 
list of TASKS and HOW TO DELIVER THE TASKS Use of the handouts is allowed. (20 min) 

e.g.: Volunteer guide
TASK: organise regular meetings with the volunteer / HOW TO DELIVER THE TASK: pre-

parations before the meeting, planning of meetings in advance or at regular intervals etc. 
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PART 2: The “guide” sub- group meets the other 3 sub- groups to discuss their com-
mon tasks and ways of their cooperation. Other sub-groups are observers at this occa-
sion. Questions to be discussed: What are our common tasks? / How can the tasks be 
shared /delivered?  (5-5 min for each meeting) 

PART 3: The whole group gathers together and the sub-groups present their own 
works   results – on the tasks and responsibilities per role. (15 min)

Time should be allowed for questions and reactions.

VERSION B
Task division on paper. Each task of the volunteer manager and the volunteer guide 

(according to the handout) should be indicated on a separate sheet or piece of paper. 
There should be 5 packages of the tasks altogether. The trainer splits the group into 4 
sub-groups. Each sub-group gets a package of the tasks with 2 blank sheets of paper. ” 
Volunteer manager” should be written on one sheet and “volunteer guide” on the other. 
Their task is to decide which tasks belongs to the volunteer manager and which ones to 
the volunteer guide and the tasks should be sticked on the relevant sheet... 

Once the sub-groups are ready they should share their results with the whole group. 
In the end the right task divisions should be given to the participants as handouts. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If there are participants from the same social institution the vo-
lunteer manager and the potential volunteer guides should form a separate sub-group 
to discuss the task related roles as detailed as possible. 
Materials needed: Flip chart papers, thick colour pens, 5 packages of tasks – each task 
on separate papers. Version B: glues, A4 size  sheets of paper with the tasks of the ma-
nager and the guide separately.
Handouts needed: Optionally handed to participants: Handout: The responsibilities of 
a volunteer manager – to identify the tasks to be done during the volunteer programme. 
Handout: The responsibilities of the volunteer guide 
Source/reference: Occupational Profile for the Volunteer Manager – elaborated in the 
project “Wake-Up call: Volunteer Manager Role!” Erasmus+ Program, contract number 
2014-1-RO01-KA205-002734.

Within the “Wake-Up call: Volunteer Manager Role!” Erasmus+ Program (contract 
number 2014-1-RO01-KA205-002734) the tasks of the volunteer manager were elabo-
rated and collected in the Occupational Profile for the Volunteer Manager as follows:

Key area 1. Strategies and policies for volunteer involvement in the organization
Key area 2. Promotion of volunteering
Key area 3. Management of the volunteers
Key area 4. Development and recognition of skills gained through volunteering
Key area 5. Management support for volunteering programs
Key area 6. Manage the work relationships involving volunteers
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The responsibilities of the volunteer guide
• induct  the volunteer/give orientation on the spot; 
• prepare beneficiaries to meet the volunteers
• connect the volunteers with the employees and colleagues
• introduce the volunteers to the beneficiaries; 
• introduce the volunteers into  the actual duties;
• record keeping  (e.g.: signing the  time sheet);
• organize  meetings  of beneficiaries  with  volunteers;
• MATCH: analyse the needs of the beneficiaries (find the appropriate work  for the 

volunteers); 
• give direct feedback to volunteers in all  cases either good or bad = instant reac-

tions on the spot in real time; 
• report to the volunteer manager; 
• evaluate the volunteer’s activity to  the volunteer manager; 
• manage volunteers vs beneficiaries, volunteers vs volunteers or volunteers vs 

colleagues conflicts;
• appreciate the volunteers’ work in non-formal way  (e.g. saying thank you, well 

done to them);
• motivate  volunteers;  
• act as an intermediary to ensure the flow of information among colleagues: the 

manager, the beneficiaries and volunteers;
• understand and approve the volunteer programme;
• work in close cooperation with the volunteer manager either through phone, or 

personal discussions and at team  meetings;
• serve as an example/role model: provide example on  how to treat people;
• allow the volunteer  time to explain the situation completely before giving  advice;
• appreciate  the successes of the  volunteers, note  the volunteers’  ideas and sug-

gestions and forward these to the volunteer manager;
• bear in mind that the  volunteers are  individuals with their own private lives;
• deprecating opinion should be avoided, the volunteers should be helped and 

assisted in  the clarification of emotional situations;
• accept  that the volunteers  may  not share the guide’s lifestyle and values;
• respect the volunteers’ right to self-esteem and independence;
• strive for mutual respect and good communication;
• build self-esteem and motivation in the volunteers when giving feedback on their 

work, thank them for their efforts and make proposals for their reward;
• help the process of leaving the organisation.
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UNIT 3 - GUIDING VOLUNTEERS IN PRACTICE 
In lots of volunteer programmes (especially in cases where  the volunteers are in  di-

rect contact with the beneficiaries) the  volunteer guide’ role is of strategical significance 
since he/she is the person who  decides to which extent the volunteers  can work directly 
with people in need of help. If someone has never been a volunteer guide before it is 
very important that he/she obtains practice in the field in order to learn the complexity 
of the job and deepen the skills. The volunteer guides should know the social institution 
itself as well as the specific tasks allocated to the volunteers. The volunteer guides must 
be familiar with the different roles and responsibilities of the other players such as vo-
lunteer guides, volunteer manager, employees, beneficiaries and their relatives. They 
are requested to be aware of the confidentiality rules, the competency boundaries, the 
ethical rules and liability issues. The National Association of Social Workers (NASW) is 
the largest membership organization of professional social workers in the world crea-
ted a Code of Ethics containing Ethical Standards.

The number of suggested exercises in this chapter exceeds by far the available 
timeframe so the trainer should carefully plan the respective training. The most re-
levant problems and tasks should be dealt with only. The volunteer guides can focus 
on the different volunteer management areas depending on the division of tasks with 
the volunteer manager. With this end in view the exercises include the most significant 
management elements usually delivered by the volunteer guide. The exercises here 
induct volunteers into the volunteer role, supervise the volunteer work, ensure evalua-
tion meeting with the volunteers, give feedback to the volunteers and create problem 
or crisis solving situations.

Aims of this unit are:
• Identify guiding skills, handling of possible problems related to the volunteer 

programme
• Practice various  situations occurring in the guiding process

1 Role play - Volunteer guidance in practice

Duration: 30 min 
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

This exercise allows personal experience as a volunteer guide. 
The trainer divides the participants into groups of three. There are three roles per 

team: a volunteer guide, a volunteer and an observer, each group member chooses 
a role. The trainer asks those who have chosen the volunteer guide role to put their 
hands up. In the same way he/she requests the others also to put their hands up when 
they hear mentioning their role. Thus the trainer makes sure that all the roles are repre-
sented in each team.  Two minutes are available for each role and then the participants 
swap the roles within the sub-groups. 

The trainer explains the task to the volunteers (“Your task is to prepare an airplane 
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from this sheet of paper, you have two minutes!”) in the name of the volunteer guide. 
The volunteer guides repeat the volunteer’s task in their own words to their sub-group. 
The participants observe how the volunteer and the volunteer guide cooperate but 
make no remark up to the end of all 3 sessions. The trainer measures the time accura-
tely and tells when the role play starts and when the roles are to be changed. The roles 
rotate every 2 minutes. The trainer asks again the participants to raise their hands to 
make sure that the tasks roles are clear and agreed upon in all sub-groups. 

Next the trainer instructs the volunteers to make paper hats in one and a half minu-
tes and those ready should put the hats on their heads. The task rotates at 1.5 minute 
intervals.

The trainer makes sure that everybody knows his/her role in the sub-groups. In the 
third section the trainer says: “Dear volunteers, I give you the most important task in the 
world: please make a paper ship in 1.5 minutes. 

Enough time should be allowed for debriefing at the end of all 3 rounds. The fol-
lowing questions should be put to the participants:

• To the volunteers: How did you feel as a volunteer? What helped you the most? 
Was there anything that felt not so good? What could have helped you more? 
When did you need to ask for help?

• To the volunteer guides: When did you need to ask for help? How did you ask the 
volunteer to deliver the task? Who thanked you for the volunteer’s work and who 
said: “THANK YOU!” at the end? By whom and in what way were the volunteers 
encouraged?

• To the observers: How was their relationship? What did you see as observes? Let’s 
collect a list: What did you learn from this exercise that can be important in your 
volunteer guide work?

Materials needed: white sheets, flip chart, pen

2 Group work - Characteristics and skills of a volunteer guide and of a volunteer

Duration: 30 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Create 4 sub-groups working on two topics (meaning two sub-groups will  work on 
Topic1 and two on Topic2):

Topic1: Characteristics and ideal qualities or features of a volunteer guide 
Take the previous list of the tasks of the volunteer guide. Try to find relevant charac-

teristics (skills and attitudes) to the tasks by going over them one by one. E.g.: Task of 
the volunteer guide: Introducing the volunteer to the beneficiary – The related qualities 
of the volunteer guide should be: openness towards disadvantaged volunteers, being 
patient with them when they ask questions, good communication skills.

Topic2: Expected attitude and behaviour of volunteers related to the volunteer 
guide’s tasks 

Also from the list of the tasks of the volunteer guide this group works on what can 
be expected from the volunteers in relation to the tasks of the volunteer guide - where 
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relevant. E.g.: The volunteer guide introduces the volunteer to the beneficiary. Relevant 
qualities of the volunteer should be: ability to ask questions, introduce him/her, be po-
lite and be tolerant with the beneficiary.

All sub-groups should write down their ideas on the flip charts. All sub-groups pre-
sent their results to the whole group. Appropriate time should be ensured for ques-
tions and reactions.
Materials needed: Previous flip charts, handouts, pens

Induction

Volunteers come with different skills and experiences and educational background, 
with different motivations for volunteering. Induction includes orientation, personal 
introductions, understanding the volunteering role, knowing where to find things and 
understanding the values and polices of the organisation. It could be useful if the in-
formation volunteers are given is collected in a handbook or an infopack. Always allow 
time for questions!

3 Group work – Induction procedure for volunteers

Duration: 30 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The aim is to develop an appropriate and comprehensive procedure for the induc-
tion of new volunteers in the social institution. The trainer starts the session with a short 
discussion on the question “How was your first day on a new workplace? What did you 
appreciate in it and what did you not like?” At this point the trainer should refer to the 
induction checklist handout and mention the induction chapter in the Step-by-step gu-
idebook: How to set up volunteer programmes in social institutions.

The trainer divides the group to sub-groups with max 5 people per group. Employees 
of the same institution should work together. The trainer gives them the handouts with 
the induction checklists and requests them to fill out these together. After 15 minutes 
the groups to present their work to the whole company. 
Materials needed: A4 sheets, pens
Handouts needed: Handout: Induction checklist

Giving feedback to volunteers

Cooperation with volunteers is not always easy. You may find that they are in the 
way or that they interfere with your work. Please remember the volunteers and the 
stuff of the institution work for the same goal i.e. to help the beneficiaries lead a normal 
life provide good care for them, and involve them into activities enjoyable for them. In 
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case the cooperation with a volunteer fails the following rules on giving feedback can 
be of help in the course of a conversation on the joint work:

• Give feedback in private
• Create safe environment
• Start the conversation positively, e.g.  “I think it’s really special that you come here 

every Tuesday and have a walk with Mrs Wenders.” If you tell critical remarks 
only, the other person will not change his/her behaviour and the common work 
will not improve.

• Do not focus your feedback on the person, but on  his/her  behaviour
• Give at least as much positive feedback as you do negative
• Be very concrete, clear-cut
• Apply follow-up questions and make space for the partner to respond, e.g. “Do 

you recognize what I’m saying?” Or: “Do you understand what I mean?”
• Ask about the tasks the person is  struggling with
• Set clear expectations, specific goals
• The aim is that the volunteer also learns  from the  feedback therefore  give him/

her suggestions  how  to change his/her behaviour
Please note that as a guide you must always learn and increase your knowledge. 

There is always room for improvement. Ask the volunteers to give feedback on your gu-
iding work and make a change and tailor your activity to the volunteers’ requirements. 
If you work with several volunteers, do not forget that everyone is different. An ideal 
approach is that one may not work for another. Flexibility is a key issue.

4 Pair work - Giving feedback

Duration: 20-60 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Practice two by two the mode of conversation between nurse (as the guide) and 
volunteer according to the below situations. Providing feedback is necessary. Apply the 
rules of giving feedback. Change the roles if there is enough time for it. 

Allow 60 minutes for the exercise and divide the participants into groups of 3: a 
guide, a volunteer and an observer. At the end of the session everyone tells his/her ex-
periences. The most important conclusions can be told to the whole group... 

1. The volunteer has forgotten to collect the resident from his room and take him/
her to the communal coffee. 

2. The volunteer walks into the beneficiary’s room without knocking on the door 
while  you are  working with a client though warning light ‘occupied’ is on.

3. The volunteer has enough time to fulfil his tasks whereas you the professional 
have less time therefore you are in a rush. This inevitably causes annoyance on 
both sides. 

4. You tell the volunteer something about a patient that you think is important 
from the point of view of the work. Since you live and work in a small community, 
the information you have told the volunteer about the patient gets back to you 
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via a different route some weeks later. The volunteer has not handled the pati-
ent’s right to privacy in a correct way.

5. A volunteer calls two hours in advance that she can’t come to work. You suddenly 
have a big problem.

The trainer’s relevant reflection questions are as follows:
Would you like to share your important conclusions and experiences?
What was the most difficult for you in the exercise and why?
What would you do differently after this discussion?

Source/reference (if there is: website, literature, and link. Also reference to other IOs): 
edition has been created within the “Zorg beter met vrijwilligers”, a project of Vilans 
conducted in cooperation with MOVISIE, Sting, Agora. The manual is available on www.
zorgbetermetvrijwilligers.nl

Evaluation conversation

According to Kármán and Kónya (2008) evaluation discussions should be planned 
in advance and held at regular intervals. These can also be spontaneous conversations 
if the host organization or the volunteers have a problem that poses a threat to the 
successful task solution or can be disadvantageous to the organization. An evaluation 
conversation is a well-structured discussion, regular opportunity to for the support and 
evaluation the activities of the volunteers. In most cases the following questions are on 
the agenda:

• How do we (the volunteer guide and the volunteer) feel in the social institution, in 
the volunteer programme? (helps to be tuned)

• Reference should be made to previous conversations in this respect. 
• Both parties should prepare the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the 

tasks. What has the respective person been doing, in what activities has he/she 
taken part since the last conversation?

• What kind of problems do the volunteers have?
• What solutions were found?
• The parties develop solutions of the current problem together.
• Positive reinforcement of the volunteers (emphasizing strength, successful solu-

tions reached).
• In what should the volunteer develop further? Who will help them to achieve this goal?

5 Role play - Simulation of an arising problem with the volunteer

Duration: 50 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer explains the importance and rules of giving feedback during the eva-
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luation conversation and designates persons to be the guide, the volunteer and the 
beneficiary. The trainer explains the special role to each player in secret and allows 20 
minutes for the play. At first the volunteer guide talks with the beneficiary thus realises 
the problem. Thereafter the volunteer guide has an evaluation discussion with the vo-
lunteer. For this the trainer should explain the most important questions and principles 
to be followed during the evaluation conversation. 

The other participants - the “observers” have to write down their positive and the 
negative remarks. Situations to be given secretly (in private) to the “actors”: The volunte-
er is always late, does not work properly, and is careless and lost motivation. The guide 
tries to find a solution which is acceptable to all parties. 

Beneficiary of the organisation: The volunteer is always late but the beneficiary does 
not understand the situation since he/she has not known that the person in question is 
a volunteer and not an employee of the social institution. The beneficiary would like to 
talk about the situation with the head of the organisation.

Discuss the role play. First the players give feedback about their feelings in their 
roles and then the observers tell their opinions about the attitudes of the players. 
Materials needed: A4 sheets, pens
Handouts needed: Each player should be given a printed version  of  their role

Motivating and rewarding volunteers

The volunteer guides are in direct contact with the volunteers therefore they have a 
high impact on their motivation. Hereunder please find the suggestions of Szilárd Stren-
ner volunteer management trainer completed with József Hamar’s note on the basic 
principles to follow in motivating the volunteers.   

• Be natural. 
• Say what you think and act as you say! 
• Be direct. 
• Strive for the „I’m okay” state.
• Be active and interested. 
• See and accept the differences of volunteers.
• Offer information and opportunities for volunteers. 
• Be at hand, physically available for them. 
• Maintain regular contact with volunteers. 
• Be empathic.
• Enable and encourage your volunteers to become Creators! 
• Give space to the volunteers.
  
Take into consideration the volunteers’ personal qualities, such as:
a) motivation,
b) areas of interest,
c)  communication style,
d) skills and competences,
e) strength.
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Accept: NO! Please note that the volunteer can always say no to the job you want 
to delegate to him/her.

Make sure you request the volunteers to fulfil the task they are entrusted with. Both 
the volunteer guide and the volunteers are responsible for their actions, decisions, and 
the respective consequences. Hence it is important to comply with the transparent 
framework agreements. It is highly advisable to listen to the personal problems of the 
volunteers and help them within your competence range.

Results and success: The guides should help the volunteers to achieve measurable 
results and complete their duties. Let them have common achievements celebrate in 
which they have their own duty. The achievements of the volunteers should be celeb-
rated together.

Trust: It is essential to trust the volunteers and give them responsibilities even if they 
make mistakes sometimes. A reciprocal relation enhances confidence between the parties.

Authenticity: The above advices can be effectuated only in case the volunteer guide 
also adheres to these principles during work.

6 Brainstorming - What motivates volunteers?

Duration: 30 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The aim of the exercise is to find out what motivates the volunteers to stay in the 
given working environment. To discover the motivations of a work situation the parti-
cipants hold a brainstorming session on what they value in a work situation.

The trainer asks the participants to think about what they expect from an ideal 
workplace and requests them to collect the ideas that would make them satisfied, va-
lued and motivated including the working conditions, environment, management, re-
lationships with colleagues, and the job. 

It is also important to make a list of the negative experiences and worst examp-
les that have already occurred in their practices. (I.e. uncomfortable feeling of being 
useless, being disliked etc.) Once both lists are ready the trainer should allow time for 
feedback by asking some questions e.g.:

What you think about these in the cases of volunteers?
Which of these could you avoid and how?
Which one could you introduce/apply in your volunteer programme? 

Materials needed: Flip chart, pens

7 Individual work - Planning the  guiding process

Duration: 35 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):
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The aim is to start planning  the volunteer guiding process and provide feedback: 
The trainer requests the participants to work individually to create their own time plans 
for the guiding process. The trainer asks the participants to think of the sequence of 
tasks that have to be done when guiding volunteers and gives them pen and paper.15 
min time is allowed for the individual work. There is no right solution – each plan will 
be useful. 

The individual works should be presented to the whole group and discussion should 
be held about them. Participants can be inspired by each other’s ideas. (20 min)  
Materials needed: A4 sheet, pens

8 Group work - Collecting and solving crisis situations

Duration: 50 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer asks the participants to collect the possible crisis situations and indicate 
them on the flip chart. 4-6 cases should be chosen out of them. The whole group should 
be divided into as many sub-groups as crisis situations are written on the flip chart. 

Each sub-group prepares one or more solution-scenarios for the crisis and presents 
them in one of the following ways: presentation, short story, acting, etc. to the whole 
group. (20 min)

Each group presents a scenario to the whole group in 3min/group (20min). Enough 
time should be allowed for the comments and reflections.

This exercise can also be delivered with a focus to the  problematic situations such as: 
• Tension among volunteers
• The volunteer makes a mistake or causes damage
• Misunderstanding, dissatisfaction, disobedience in respect of volunteer manager 

and volunteers 
• Negative attitudes/experiences of the stuff towards volunteers 

Materials needed: Flip chart, paper, pens

The dangers, dilemmas and questions of the volunteer guide role

 • There is not enough time / money /employee for this position
• Conflict between colleagues - Why did he/she get this position and not me?
• „It’s just a problem!” (Meaning the volunteer guide role)
• Technical barriers - When can I meet the volunteer? How do I provide the tools 

and resources for the volunteer?
• Young Volunteers – Innovative ideas - Older people/volunteers - difficult to handle
• How to get and deal with feedback from colleagues and supervisors?
• Whom to turn to in conflict cases?
• Rewarding should be equal to everyone 
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• Volunteer-guide relationship: what if they do not fit together? 
• Glass wall effect = transparency of the social institution when volunteers arrive - 

What can and cannot be shared with the volunteers? How to share matters?

9 Group work - The dangers, dilemmas and questions of the volunteer guide role

Duration: 40 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

Exercise 9 and 10 can be combined or delivered separately as time allows. If you 
have enough time it is advised to spare extra 25 minutes only for the benefits that the 
volunteer guide role could bring for the social institution (see exercise 10). The aim is 
to analyse the dilemmas that may occur in relation to the volunteer guide role in any 
social institution. 

 The group should be split into two sub-groups and both are given a flip chart paper 
and pens. The sub-groups get 10 minutes for brainstorming on the obstacles and be-
nefits i.e. on arguments for and against the volunteer guide position. (If you have en-
ough time for exercise 10 focus only on obstacles in this exercise and leave out the 
benefits!) Once ready both groups present their outcomes. The trainer collects the ob-
stacles and dilemmas and writes them on the flip chart. 

 4 sub-groups are formed. Each one chooses 2-3 obstacles and finds out the possibly 
good solutions in 15 mins. The elaborated solutions are presented to the whole group. 
Enough time is to be allowed for the questions and reactions. 
Materials needed: flip chart papers,  A4 sheets, pens 

10 Group work - The benefits of volunteer guide role - Alternative exercise

Duration: 25 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The aim is to gather the benefits, advantages that may occur in relation to the volun-
teer guide role in any social institution. The group should be split into two sub-groups 
and both are given a flip chart paper and pens. The sub-groups get 10 minutes for bra-
instorming on the benefits i.e. on arguments for the volunteer guide position. 

Once ready both groups present their outcomes to the whole group. The trainer 
collects the benefits and writes them on the flip chart. Enough time is to be allowed for 
the questions and reactions. 
Materials needed: flip chart papers, pens 
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UNIT 4 - CLOSING THE TRAINING

4/1 Group discussion - Closing the training

Duration: 30 min
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

A grid is to be drawn on the flip chart. The designations of the  coordinates corres-
pond to certain qualities that the training aims to reach and that will be measured at 
the end of the training  e.g.: useful / joyful. After marking point zero the participants are 
requested to indicate their evaluation scores on the flip chart (3 min). 

Thereafter they sit down again in a closing circle. Each person tells her/his scores 
with a short evaluation and chooses a moment of the whole training that he/she consi-
ders the most useful for himself/herself. The participant also explains where he/she 
could use the element in question. The trainer requests the participants to tell him their 
negative and tough experiences during the training. 

Finally the trainer distributes the certificates to the participants.

  

Materials needed: Flip chart, thick colour pens

4/2 Individual work -  Questionnaire prepared in advance for the formal eva-
luation of the training 

Duration: 10 min 
Description (step by step process for the facilitator, including debriefing questions):

The trainer draws attention to the Handbooks of the SoVol project. The participants 
are requested to give useful feedback on how to develop the training in the future. It is 
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important for the organisers to get written comments in detail and not only the scores 
on the feedback sheets. 

Evaluation can be of help to identify the areas needing improvement and execute 
the next training more efficiently.
Materials needed: Pens
Handouts: Handout: Evaluation questionnaire 
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